Biomarkers for Barrett's esophagus - a contemporary review.
Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) has a poor 5-year survival rate (10%-18%), and incidence has increased dramatically in the past three decades. Barrett's esophagus (BE) is the precursor lesion to EAC and is the replacement of the normally squamous lined esophagus with columnar cells that develop an intestinal phenotype characterized by the presence of goblet cells. Given the known precursor state, EAC is amenable to screening and surveillance strategies (analogous to colon cancer). However, unlike from colon cancer screening, BE poses challenges that make effective screening difficult. Robust and concerted effort is under way to find biomarkers of BE. Areas covered: This review summarizes current known biomarkers for BE. These include dysplasia, genomic markers, and gene expression alterations that occur early in the dysplasia/carcinoma sequence. Expert commentary: Despite the tremendous breadth of work in studying molecular advances, the ideal biomarker for BE has not yet been discerned. This review comments on innovations in the field of BE research that combine state-of-the-art molecular advances with simple technologies.